GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract
Social Justice Department- Bifurcation of Social Justice Department -Appointment of Sri.Govindanan Namboodiri.V.S as Special Officer for submission of report- -Orders Issued.

Social Justice (C) Department
G.O(Rt)No388 /2014/SJD
Dated, Thiruvananthapuram ,31.05.2014
Read : G.O(Rt)No.201/2013/SJD dated 04.05.2013

ORDER

Most of the social welfare activities of Government are being implemented through Social Justice Department.The Department has started a good number of new welfare initiatives recently. With the development of all these schemes, Government feel that the existing staff is quite insufficient to sucessfully implement the schemes in the Department. Hence, Government propose to bifurcate the department into two departments viz,Women and Child Department and a General Department for other social welfare activities. Accordingly, Government, as per G.O read above, had constituted a committee to study and submit report on the bifurcation on the department.

(2) As the Committee could not convene its meetings and submit report to Government so far due to technical reasons, Government have decided to appoint Sri.Govindanan Namboodiri.V.S, Additional Secretary,(Retired)Social Justice Department as a special officer, to study and submit a report regarding the bifurcation of social justice department viz, Women and child department and General Department for other social welfare activities on a honorarium of Rs. 40,000/- (forty thousand only) per month. The report shall be submitted to Government within 3 months. The Director Social Justice shall make necessary arrangements to pay honorarium and all other secretarial assistance for his service. The Government Order read above is hereby cancelled.

(By Order of the Governor)
Dr.K.M.ABRAHAM
Additional Chief Secretary

To
Sri.Govindanan Namboodiri V.S,Additional Secretary,(Retired)Social Justice Department
The Director Social Justice Department
The Accountant General(A&E)/Audit, Thiruvananthapuram
Finance Department
Web and New Media Division (for publishing in the website)
SF/OC

Forwarded/By Order

Section Officer